DRAFT REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
2010 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTIONS
PALO VERDE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1
DOCKET NUMBER 50-528
By letter dated November 08, 2010 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management Systems
(ADAMS) Accession No. ML103210208), Arizona Public Service Company (APS, the licensee),
submitted information summarizing the results of the 2010 steam generator (SG) tube
inspections at Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Plant Unit 1.
In order to complete the review, the staff requests the following information:
1. APS indicated that the scope of the foreign objects search and retrieval (FOSAR) effort
included an inspection of the blowdown patch plate welds and that the inspections
confirmed that all four patch plates (two per SG) were cracked similar to what was found
in the Unit 2 SGs. Additionally, APS stated that the patch plate to lug weld was
completely compromised and the patch plate to divider plate welds were completely
intact. Please provide a description of the blowdown plate assembly, as well as a more
complete description of the cracking found in the blowdown patch plate welds. Please
summarize the basis of the conclusion that the cracking will not affect the functionality of
the blowdown patch plates and that the probability of loose parts being formed is remote.
Please describe any long term follow up actions planned to confirm the conclusions.
2. FOSAR identified two small indications on tubes above the hot leg top of tubesheet.
Rotating probe examination identified a third tube with an indication. Please discuss the
cause of these three indications (presumably the three tubes identified in Table 2 as
volumetric indications). If attributed to a loose part, discuss whether the part was
identified and removed. If not identified, please discuss the extent of the rotating probe
examinations near these tubes.
3. You indicated that this examination was considered a 100% full length tubing
inspection. In reviewing Table 1, it does not appear that the bend region (or horizontal
run region) of approximately 900 tubes in each steam generator were inspected.
Please clarify.
4. Besides the FOSAR, please discuss whether any other secondary side inspections were
performed. If inspections were performed, please discuss the scope and results.
5. In reviewing the list of tubes that were plugged, the most severe indications do not
always appear to have been plugged. Please briefly describe the basis for choosing the
tubes that were plugged (e.g., high growth rates, etc.).

